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1. Introduction. Recently, the author [4] proved the equivalence

of type I C*-algebras and GCR C*-algebras without the assumption

of separability. On the other hand, for separable type I C*-algebras,

we have a simpler criterion as follows: a separable C*-algebra 21 is of

type I if and only if every irreducible image contains a nonzero com-

pact operator.

It has been open whether or not this remains true when 21 is not

separable (cf. [l], [2], [3]).

In the present paper, we shall show that a C*-algebra 21 is GCR if

and only if every irreducible image contains a nonzero compact opera-

tor, so that by the author's previous theorem [4], the above problem

is affirmative for arbitrary C*-algebra.

2. Theorem. In this section, we shall show the following theorem.

Theorem. A C*-algebra 21 is o/ type I i/ and only i/ every irreducible

image contains a nonzero compact operator.

Proof. Suppose that a C*-algebra 21 is of type I, then it is GCR

and so every irreducible image contains a nonzero compact operator

(cf. [1], [2], [3], [4]).

Conversely suppose that every irreducible image of 21 contains a

nonzero compact operator. It is enough to assume that 21 has the

unit I. We shall assume that 21 is not of type I. Then it is not GCR;

then there is a separable non type I C*-subalgebra 93 of 21 (cf. [2], [4]).

Take a pure state <j> on 93 such that the image of 93 under the irreduci-

ble *-representation { U$, §*} of 93 constructed via <b does not con-

tain any nonzero compact operator, where §« is a Hilbert space.
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Let fi be the set of all pure states \p on 21 such that \p —(j> on 93. We

shall define a partial ordering -< in S in the following. Takei^GS, and

{■n>, §^,} be the irreducible ^representation of 21 constructed via xp,

then 7^,(21) contains a nonzero compact operator; hence ir^(2l) con-

tains the algebra C(^v) of all compact operators (cf. [l]). Let 3X^0

= ir^1(C(§^)), then 33(^) is an ideal of 21. For xpi, xp2E&, we shall define

the order as follows: i^i-#2 if 33 (^i) C 33 OW. Let {^a|aGLl} be a

linearly ordered subset of S, and let 33 be the uniform closure of

Uaen ©('W. then 33 is an ideal of 21. Let g be the kernel of the

representation {TJ$, §*} of 93. First of all we shall show that 931^33

Cg- Suppose that SSHSXtg, then there is an element &G(93n33)
ngc and &»G©(&.») for re = l, 2, 3, • • • such that ||t/#(6)||=l and

||& — 6»|| <l/w for re = l, 2, 3, • • ■ , where %c is the complement of %

in IB.

Take the representation {ir^an, &+an} of 21, then \\tr^anib)—n>an(&„)||

<l/re.

Let [^a„(33)i*on] be the closed subspace generated by nva„(33)-L/a„,

where I$an is the image of I in £van> and let £„' be the orthogonal

projection of §^an onto [fl>aB(23).ZVaB]. Then the representation

y-^Tr^aniy)E« for yG93 is equivalent to { U$, §*}.

On the other hand, \\En'ir^,an(&)£„' —En'ir+anibn)En' || <l/re, and

Enirian(bn)En' is a compact operator on £„' §*aB. Hence, there is a

compact operator 2"„ on §,*, such that || Z7«(6) —F„|| <l/re, because

E.,!TTf,anib)En =TT4,anib)En'■ Therefore, t/*(&) is a nonzero compact op-

erator on &$; this is a contradiction and so SOSCS-

Next, let us consider a C*-algebra 21/©, then 93 + 35/© is a C*-sub-

algebra of 21/33, because every *-homomorphic image of a C*-algebra

into another C*-algebra is closed and the mapping x—>x + 33(:x;G93)

of 93 into 21/33 is *-homomorphic.

The state (p on 93 can be canonically considered a pure state on

93 + 33/33, because 93/^33 Cg and the C*-algebra 93 + 33/33 is ♦-iso-
morphic to the C*-algebra 93/93P\33. Take a pure state extension

4> of (j> to 21/3), then we can define a pure stated of 21 by i^(y) = <£(y+33)

foryG2l. Then we have xp=cj> on 93 andsoxpE&-

Clearly 33(^<»)C33(x)! hence xpa-<xp, and so by Zorn's lemma S con-

tains a maximal element xp0.

Now we shall show 33(W>»93<tS. Assume that 3)(^0)r\93Cg. then

by the analogous discussion with the above, </> can be canonically con-

sidered a pure state on a C*-subalgebra 93 + 33(i/'o)/33(</'o) of 21/3) (^0);

therefore we can have a pure state xpB on 21 such that ^(35(^o)) = 0 and

xp$ = (p on 93; hence 33(^0)3233(^0), a contradiction.

On the other hand, 33(i/'o)^93(]Ig also implies a contradiction, be-
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cause nv0(o) is a compact operator on fv0 for some &£ (2)(^0)1^93)

C\%c; hence ir+0(b)E' is compact, where E' is the orthogonal pro'ection

of §^0 onto [•nv0(93)i^J; hence U^,(b)=0 and so bEiS-

Hence we can conclude that 21 is of type I. This completes the

proof.
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